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September 1, 1944

The rapid advance of our troops though expected
by all seemed to have been miscalculated by the Map providers for it has now reached the point that the
situation map of C.I.O. in France only reaches the French frontier and those areas covering Dover,  
Belgium, Lowlands and Upper Rhine as well as the heart of Germany itself are not available in this 
theatre.  So, too, is there a shortage of those sectional maps needed for our own operational purposes in 
areas above the present progress of the troops in Italy.  Instructions recently received from Wing 
advises that these maps are now difficult to obtain, therefore crews may be required to use them 
without replacements for longer periods than had previously been the case.... Colonel Willis Chapman 
returned to duty today after three days in the hospital.  He does not appear ill....  French troops on the 
island are packing for transshipment to Italy.. One detachment of them stationed near the aerodrome in 
preparation for their departure returned to the 486th Squadron the small one-ton Italian truck which had 
been loaned to them...... Softball game of the evening involved the S-2 against the S-1 sections.  Major 
Kisselman, again on the mound won the great satisfaction of fanning twice in succession Lt. Colonel 
Bailey, Group Deputy Commander, but had the heart breaking experience of losing his game when the 
umpire on third base stopped a well hit drive which prevented that which would have been the winning 
tally in the seventh inning......  The Rail Bridge at Susegana\Piave having been destroyed yesterday, 
today the mission was to the Road bridge 1000 yards upstream.  This bridge received an equally sound 
pasting this morning.......... 

September 2, 1944

That Ordnance and Armament must have an earthly
abundance of patience remains without saying.
Before dark last evening orders were forwarded to
them to load 60 ships with thousand-pound bombs.
Later these instructions were changed to the loading
of 72 ships with fragmentations bombs, 120-lbs
clusters.  Still later, approximately 11 P.M. last
orders were to change back to 1000-pounders.  The
ships finally did take off with the 1000-pound load

with the Cassano d'Adda
RR bridge as target only
to miss completely.  The
340th, Wing Champion,
baseball team was flown
to Ajaccio this morning
to play in the island
playoffs.  Hildegarde
Derrin, blond, attractive,
Madeline Carroll
appearing, Red Cross girl, long associated with the 57th Wing, and 
apparently on at least speaking terms with Captain King, is returning to the 
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States.  Those who have had contact with her speak highly of her and regret seeing her go..... T/Sgt. 
Joseph Nichols took the boys by storm last night recouping a substantial portion of his last six month's 
losses winning a cool 1,000 dollars.  He was just drunk enough to bet $200.00 on a card and still 
sufficiently clear headed as to realize when he had won. 

September 3, 1944

General Patton's armored columns, going like the wind, are said to be very near the German border in 
the vicinity of Luxemburg.  A report has been published that ten tons of German maps, at his request, 
have been dropped by parachute to his advance elements.  The British Army near the Pas de Calais area
are heading into Belgium in a move to seal off the Germans in the Pas de Calais area and on the 
Belgium coast...... Two headquarters' boys with relatives in Italy have been given a lucky break, a 
seven-day furlough to visit these relatives in recently liberated parts of the country.  Corporal Sebastian
Buffa of Detroit, S-2 clerk, bound for a small town near Perugia, Sgt. Armando Olivieri to Ancona...... 
Rail and Road bridges at Cassle Monferrato between Vercelli and Allessandria in the Po Valley were 
our targets today.  The 489th Squadron hit the road bridges very hard and the 488th scored three direct 
hits on one end of the rail bridge.

September 4, 1944

September 4th our move to Southern France, 
believed to be imminent, has been 
indefinitely postponed – the reason, Allied 
troops are swarming through France so 
completely that they and the F.F.I. [French 
Forces of the Interior, also known as the 
French Resistance] Have turned the “front” 
in France into such a fluid affair that a move
to Southern France now is likely to be of 
dubious operational value.  Everywhere one 
hears, “I guess we'll never get to see France 
after all; the war will end too soon.”.... The 
S-2 team, with Major Kisselman again on 
the mound, lost a poorly played game to the 
S-4 team.  Captain John Hangar, 
Quartermaster supply officer, pitched for the
S-4's, but even his easy throws were not hit 
well by the boys from Intelligence.  Bunting 
helped trim the S-2's....  57th Wing had a 
banner day today.  “Decommissioning” nine 
bridge targets.  For its part the 340th hit the 
Canneto, Pontevico, and Sesto Calende 
bridges.  Pontevico bridge was amazingly 
completely wiped out.  Sesto Calende 
received beautiful patterns but unfortunately
most of the bombs were a shade over or a 
shade short.  Canneto also had two or three 
direct hits, but lost no spans.



September 5, 1944

With more zest and good spirits than regard for historical accurateness, the 488th Squadron tonight 
celebrated the second anniversary of its activation.  Actually the unit was activated, not on September 
5, 1942, but August 20, 1942.  However, if the 340th Group's celebration was held 5 days late (August 
25th) who would quibble with one of the Squadrons being eleven more days off the point?  The 
squadron cooks under Sgt. Eugene O. Keables of Denver, put on a special celebration supper, delayed 
until eight o'clock to make the menu more elaborate.  It was eaten by officers and men together in a 
huge three-sided square of tables, in the Squadron area.  After the meal speakers and entertainers made 
appearances on a small platform in the center of the square.  A band beat out music that, coupled with 
the wines and comedy acts soon had the 488th men feeling high and happy.... Operations today were 
conducted against bridges at Canneto and Sestro Calende in the Po Valley.  Particularly good work was 
done by the 487th on the road/rail bridge at the latter place.  An alternate target, Solignano rail bridge, 
was damaged only slightly. 

September 6, 1944

Stand-down because of
weather over target.  Weather
here was also not to
promising with threatening
rain all day.  “Training in
Combat” a training film was
given several presentations in
the Group briefing room with
principally combat crews
present to witness and
audience same.

September 7, 1944

The 340th Group, it appears,
will get into the motion
picture business to a greater
extent than ever before, in the
near future.  In the past the
Group has carried newsreel
and combat film cameramen on missions, and much movie footage has also been taken of our 
personnel on the ground, our planes and installations, but now the Group is to help make an orientation 
or general information film on the extent of training undergone by air crews while flying combat.  The 
Story and “shooting script” have already been produced by 2nd Lt. Wilbur T. Blume of Oxford, Ohio, 
commander of the Ninth Combat Camera detachment here, and Tech Sergeant Hickey, of Group Public 
Relations.  The film will be called “Training during Combat” and will show how a replacement crew 
arrives at the 340th base and continues training throughout an entire tour of combat duty.  The project 
still requires the perusal and approbation of Colonel Chapman, Group Commander, but apparently he 
will be very happy for the opportunity to “plug” the Group, his organization... The movie tonight was 
the “Great Moment” with Joel McCrea and Betty Field, a picturization [sic] of Dr. William Morton's 
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discovery of the anesthetic properties of ether.  Newsreel films of the 340th attack on Cassino and also 
the Group's manhandling by Mount Vesuvius were also shown and wildly applauded by a very large 
audience..... Bad weather knocked out the mission set up for today..... Prominent members of the 
traitorous Vichy Government have fled to a refuge at the Belfort Gap, the entrance to Germany on 
which our troops are gradually driving.  Apparently, they are in German protective custody, for the 
average Frenchman would give his right arm for the privilege of tearing them to pieces. 

September 8, 1944

Nelson Becker, Corporal, toying with plans to launch a 340th Group Newspaper.... Wing now has a 
paper and has been pestering 340th for contributions.  Recent issue had news from 310th and 321st and 
blank space “reserved for 340th Group,” as our contribution.  Ops vs. S-2 “battle royal” softball game 
postponed tonight because neither team was at full strength.  Details of the plan to partially demobilize 
the armed forces when Germany surrenders, were published a couple of days ago in Stars and Stripes.  
Considerable conjecture resulted especially from the civilian element in this Unit.

August 9, 1944

Cool and cloudy weather continues here at Alesan, putting a crimp in the swimming and beach 
lounging as a popular pastime.  A couple of weeks ago a sunny afternoon would bring out anywhere 
from two to five hundred swimmers if a combat mission didn't keep everybody too busy, but lately the 
beach has been deserted...... Some 90 to 95 new men have come into the Group as replacements and 
will be distributed for the most part to the squadrons.  These replacements all came over to Corsica 
from a replacement pool at Casserta, Italy, and all are over from the States only a month or six weeks....
The 488th Squadron is re-ordering several hundred copies of the Second Anniversary program, the 
attractive and informal booklet with pictures and commentary on the first two years of 340th Group 
activity.  The copies will be made by a commercial producer in the United States and mailed directly to 
the subscribers..... There was a stand-down again today because of bad weather on the North Italian 
Front..................  Captain King, Ass't Intelligence Officer, says that the stand-downs of the last few 
days have prolonged the war in Italy no little time, because the Allied troops on the Adriatic front could
have exploited their initial breakthrough on the East anchor of the Gothic line if they had good air 
support when they first knifed through the German defenses.  Now, he declares, the Germans have had 
the opportunity to move in two divisions to the threatened points and improve their positions.  

September 10, 1944

Yesterday's and today's targets were both close support of the 5th Army's offensive against the Gothic 
Line driving from Florence to Bologna.  Troop concentrations just north of Florence were bombed 
yesterday with the areas indicated as targets completely covered.  Today's mission was again against 
troop concentrations in the town of Meresca some 25 miles north of Florence.  Excellent patterns were 
laid in the designated target areas....... M/Sgt. Thomas Lennon celebrating for some occasion or other 
imbibed quite heavily, on the short route from club to tent he tripped over some unforeseeable object 
twisting and seriously injuring his wrist.  Today he has his wrist in a cast....... The combination of 
Fourtenbary [William C. Fourtenbary, 488th BS] and Jolley [Wallace W. Jolley, 488th BS] are back at it 
again and both find themselves back in the guard house.  Jolley is now facing a very serious charge of 
wrongful taking of Khakis and blankets which should bring him before a General court.  An inveterate 



wrongdoer who apparently does not realize he is doing wrong till the wrong is done, if the General 
Court should find him guilty they will without doubt dishonorably discharge him from the service..... 
T/Sgt. Earl Stevens after four months of hospitalization due to shrapnel wounds suffered the night of 
may 12/13th is returning to us on what seems a limited service basis.  A good bit of the shrapnel still 
rests in Earl's body. 

September 11, 1944

Corporal Paul Powell taking charge of the Doughnut section of the Red Cross being relieved of his 
duties under Captain Shear [James A. Shear], Group Weather Officer.  Long confined in a hospital bed 
as a malaria patient, he was finally returned to us.  He believes he will enjoy this new work.  Mission 
for the day took the Group back over the Fifth Army sector again on close support of defense areas just 
north of Florence.  Mission met with reasonable amount of success dropping bombs in the designated 
quadrangle.

September 12,  1944

Captain Fred Dyer with several other staff members returned from his runaway trip to London and 
Paris.  He was not at all impressed with London, but with respect to Paris the Captain kept repeating 
très, très Joli... Stevens has rejoined us returning from North Africa where he was stationed during his 
convalescence.  Among his personal items were several pipes, cigarette lighters etc which he was able 
to purchase from the somewhat better provided hospital PX.  These items were very generously sold to 
needy friends at cost price indicating that Earl in the four months confinement has not in the least lost 
the appreciation and consideration for his fellow soldiers..... 306th now stationed up in the hills has been
alerted for third time to move..... 487th Officers softball team beaten by the Headquarters team by a 3-1 
margin both teams making but one hit.

September 13, 1944

Brigadier General Cragie, Commanding General of the 63rd Wing, always interested
in the work of medium bombers, especially in the light of the fact that his fighters 
are constantly being called upon to act as our escort, flew with the Group today on 
its missions over two RR bridges in the Po Valley.  The bridges were the Solignana 
and Piacenza RR bridges.  Though both bridges were well covered with 
concentrated patterns, the General only able to be at one place at one time, 
witnessed the destruction of the Piacenza bridge.... After the mission Colonel 
Chapman had General Craigie and General Knapp as guests at dinner.  Apparently 
enjoying both meal and mission...... As added attraction at the EM Club last 
evening they had hard eggs, but unfortunately no beer..... Lt. Wilbur Snaper, 
recently commissioned 2nd Lt. from S/Sgt. and who is the apparent heir to the 
throne at Group S-2 pending the departure of either Captain King or Major 

Kisselman and who has shown a very keen interest in this work, received a call from Major Field 
informing him that he would be placed on orders as Ass't T.J.A.[The Judge Advocate] for the Group.  
Lt. Snaper, though not a lawyer has had some experience in court room work as a civilian attempted to 
explain to the Major that he did not feel qualified for the job.  Major Fields having no other choice 
nevertheless placed him as Ass't. T.J.A....... 306th alert to move again called off..... Group also flew 
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several planes on a nickeling mission over Bologna and Ferli dropping the weekly edition of 
“Frontpost.”  

September 14, 1944

Gun positions and troop concentrations 3 miles S.W. Of Rimini were today's targets with the designated
areas not completely covered with bombs as might have been with somewhat better luck, but 
nevertheless the perimeters of the area was hit.  Movie tonight was “Let us Dance” staring James 
Ellison, Bellita with typical Hollywood Ice Parade etc.  The men seemed well entertained with the 
pageantry.  An afternoon mission was scheduled for the Bologna Repair sheds but was later canceled.  
No reason was proffered..... T/Sgt. Earl Stevens is re-adjusting nicely after his long absence..... S-3 vs 
S-1 in softball, S/Sgt. Sylvester Kepp, purchased by S-3 for two packs of cigarettes was used as a 
pitcher and apparently lost his bet of 20 to 1 odds that an earned run would not be scored against 
him........

September 15, 1944

Standby was called at 1400 hrs. later stand-down was called for
all day...... M/Sgt. Vandiford, regular army, mess sergeant, long
a thorn in the T.O.'s side and a veritable nuisance received
orders rotating him back to the States...... All concerned in a
letter from 57th Wing directs all to be careful with his P's and Q's
so far as customs of the service and military courtesy is
concerned.  Some comment resulted..... Those of Jewish faith
will be given fullest opportunity to go to Rome for three days
covering their holidays.  Even those who do not know what the
inside of a synagogue looks like were on orders to go to
Rome....... Major Reubel, Group Operations Officer, states that
he cannot see one chance in a thousand of our being dislodged
from our present location till at least Christmas...... 487th

Squadron following suit held their belated 2nd Anniversary party.
The day proved to be quite pleasant and all behaved such as
would children at a Sunday excursion.

September 16, 1944

Wing's operations today was an all out effort to completely
liquidate the M/T repair sheds at Bologna.  [M/T = Motor Transport]  Colonel Chapman, consistent 
with all standards of a capable leader, when informed that the target was well defended, ordered his 
name be put on schedule to fly as Co-pilot.  In the hope of thwarting the concentrated anti-aircraft 
defenses in this area, 12 ships would be loaded with phosphorous bombs and chaff and would lead the 
formation dropping their bombs on known gun positions.  In addition to this will be area cover of P-47s
who will peel off at gun positions which still appear active..... The three Groups in this Wing all 
scheduled with the same target criss-crossed over the target very successfully bombing the principal 
objective..... PX today was a relatively large ration of 8 bottles of beer, 2 bottles of Coca Cola..... The 
HQ EM club received a windfall today when 35 bottles of black market liquor from Sicily, was 
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confiscated from Corsicans by the CID and turned over to the club to make best use possible with it......
Officer's club had a scheduled dance last night but the promised fortress of Flying Bevies from Italy did
not arrive, consequently the Officers had to content themselves with a virtually staff affair with the 
mixture called “French 75” as the main source of diversion.  It is reported that this potent mixture 
claimed many a victim. 

September 17, 1944

From all evidence it seems this Group is the best damned Group there is with little 
question raised.  Lt. General Eaker recently wrote a letter to Colonel Chapman 
commending him and this Group for its monumental performance.  The Colonel well 
satisfied and proud of this commendation had a general distribution throughout the 
Group of this letter made and attached thereto an equally as fine letter of gratitude and
appreciation for the men's outstanding performance...... Group's mission again took in 
troop concentrations and gun positions in the Rimini area.  A mixed load of bombs 
was dropped of 500 lb demos [demolition] and fragmentation bombs.  The bombs 
were accurately placed in the heart of the area, but unfortunately due to bombing 
officer's error, the bombing interval was made too close so consequently there was not
sufficient spread as to completely submerge the area as otherwise would have been 
the case.  Private Roberts found guilty by a special court of 15 days AWOL, fined 
$22.00 per month and six months confinement at hard labor........ Instructions were 

given to all personnel to winterize their tents which would seem to imply spending a good portion of 
the winter here.  The race of diligence or “rat race” for frag cases, scrap lumber, stoves, piping etc was 
the next act in the day's journal...... HQ Officers, being in their usual advantageous position cornered 
the supply of frag cases, had the prisoners dismember them and neatly store same near their tents to be 
eventually used as flooring and siding.

September 18, 1944

The Italian K.P.s who have been with us since we
were located at Pompeii A/D [Airodrome] have 
been ordered to pack up for they are being 
returned to their homes.  A recent directive from 
XIIth Air Force made the Group's choice on 
sending them home a matter of following 
orders..... Mission again was gun positions and 
troop concentrations near Rimini.  The first box 
failed to bomb because of clouds, the second 
formation with the same area as target 
successfully covered the area with frags and 100 
lb demolitions bombs.  A scheduled afternoon 
mission was canceled due to weather......  
Tenacious, stubborn German opposition finds 
them still defending the Rimini sector.  Again the
men's spirits fall into one of suspended 
animation.  Allied propaganda scheme, though so
necessary to the morale of the men, has a 
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substantial reverse effect discrediting entirely whatever belief the men place in its publicized news 
reports.  From the fall of Cape Bon, this propaganda has constantly made it appear that German 
collapse was imminent, that their industry and  fighting power was destroyed and with each successive 
German withdrawal this sort of tripe has been intensified.  Now it is one and one half years later and 
those same Germans on the brink of collapse 18 months ago are still fighting harder than ever 
before......   The headquarters residential area takes on the appearance of a rushed defense housing 
project at home with the occupants of every tent busily converting them into petit joli cottages.  The 
first signs of all came in a torrent  last night.  Many who had not taken flood-control measures after the 
last such storm found themselves again neck deep in mud with all their personal belongings well 
soaked in mud

September 19, 1944

Stand-down all day.  Rain the entire night and
throughout the day...... Photo developing facilities
available for personal work by improvising small
laboratories and detailing one or two men to both
develop and print.  Non-headquarters shall have a
small lab...... Movie postponed because of
threatening rain which later did materialize.  Weather
detachment either by looking outdoors or from the
charts advised of the great probability of rain.

September 20, 1944

Continued to rain all night and day. Again stand-
down.  Taxi strips are cut up terribly by the passing
vehicles..... Uncovered jeeps and weapons carriers
with wet seats and water puddles creates some
discomfiture for those who must ride in them.  Day
passed very easily......  But a handful were present in
the office the entire day with very little to do for
those that were present.... There has been no mail for
some days now and the men are murmuring rather
loudly..... Major Kisselman, S-2 officer has
completed nine of his seven day leave to the
mainland.............

September 21, 1944

Autumn made an auspicious entrance this year with
the entire proceeding night completing 2 days and
three nights of almost solid rain.  The 21st itself proved to be a very beautiful day.  Group was 
nevertheless stood down because of inclement weather over the target area......  Captain Ray Johnson, 
C.I.O. gave very encouraging news today saying that virtually all pockets in Northern France are wiped
out and that there now exist a virtual solid front against the Ziegfried line..... Feverish construction in 
headquarters' area continues.  A large quantity of scrap lumber from stores left behind by the 35th 
Station Hospital to the disappointment and voiced complaints of the 306th personnel who are expected 
to complete moving up into this area and who will themselves need this supply of lumber.

Cold and Rainy in Rome (Hymie Setzer on 
left, others unidentified)  Photo: Hymie 
Setzer Collection



September 22,  1944

Detail composed of first three graders, the last of four graders are now on a K.P. roster, was put to work
laying a concrete floor in the spacing previously used in the mess hall.... Because of this the meal for 
today was had out doors in a bright sun.  To contribute to the color of the occasion chicken was served 
and all seemed to enjoy themselves much as at a Sunday noon picnic.  Some discussion that a Corsican 
barber and tailor will come in to work in place of the now departed Italians.  So, too, some discussion 
that four Slavs will report for work with Headquarters to do the arduous K.P. duties.....  Operations 
were resumed today with the Susegana di Piave and Ponte di Piave RR bridges as today's targets.  Both 
were successfully hit.  Also a nickeling mission dropping the latest edition of Frontpost over enemy 
lines in Italy was part of the day's operations.  On frequent
occasions an edition of Stars and Stripes is not received.  It
so happened that on one of these days, catastrophic events
had happened to “Li'l Abner.”  Colonel Reubel came into the
Operations building and with a death seriousness called to
his chief clerk ordering him to phone every Squadron
Commander, every Squadron Operations Officer, every
Squadron bombardier and navigator asking for a complete
investigation to determine what happened to the restaurant
Li'l Abner was in while the ill-fated piano grinder kept
grinding away at the song of death...... 

September 23, 1944

To prevent Jerry from utilizing the light Italian cruiser “Taranto” as a block to the port of La Spezia an 
18-plane mission was dispatched to bomb and sink same where it sat in La Spezia harbor.  The three 
boxes laid perfect compact patterns directly on the ship causing it to sink where it stood.  Two other 
targets for the day were more rail bridges but both were missed.  Bad weather and interrupted visibility 
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was given as the attributing factor for these misses....  Old EM mess hall has been partitioned off with 
its front portion now used as the post office and the rear portion used as the kitchen.  The EM mess hall
has been moved into partially boarded large tent where the old kitchen previously had been.  Strong 
winds blow freely through this covering making one's meals not a pleasant perspective....  More lumber
is being obtained through regular requisition S-4 channels.  The lumber itself is stored up in the Bastia 
area..... Football tossing and horseshoe pitching are the only sport activity undertaken by headquarters' 
personnel.  Because of the change in time, with nightfall coming on before evening meal is completed, 
even this limited sports activity hardly permits a man to loosen up..... Colonel Chapman and several 
staff officers left today for a brief rest to southern France and Paris......

September 24, 1944

Targets were the Piazzola RR bridge and the 
Cittadella diversion constructed over the river bed to
circumvent the bridge destroyed in this area...  
Formation failed to drop because of weather..... 
Movie for the night was “Shine on Harvest Moon” 
with the buxom Ann Sheridan and Dennis Morgan 
with story being based on the romantic theatrical 
success of Norwood and Bayes team of the late 
nineties and early 1900s.  The seem to be well 
enjoyed.

September 25, 1944

Stand-down due to weather over target.  Weather 
over this island continued very fine, however, with 
warm clear days and crisp nights.... “Flak” has had 
a new lease on life.  Began its publication in the 
memorable Walterboro days, suspended after 
leaving for overseas, it is back in publication under
the talented workmanship of George Voorhees and 
Corporal Becker [Nelson F. Becker]..... Mail 
situation continues quite unsatisfactory.  Major 
Kisselman received but one V-Mail and a bundle of
100 newspapers of the same date with each 
newspaper in the bundle addressed to a different 
person.... Lt. Colonel Bailey, Group Deputy 
Commander has a new car to sport around in.  It is 
a 1936 Zephyr, its motor consists of a transplanted 
Dodge Command car engine.  It's transmission is 

that of a Dodge truck.  The body is in fine shape, however, and it has a fair appearance........

(L-R) Leo Barczak, Paul McElroy, George 
Voorhees, Hymie Setzer                            
Photo: Hymie Setzer Collection



September 26, 1944

Motor pool is now functioning better than at any time in the past.  Putting teeth in their orders all 
transportation is now used exclusively for business reasons and at night few if any personal use is 
made.  The vehicles are brought in every morning for routine check of oil, water, air etc at which time 
the officer or EM in charge is given a dispatch for its official use throughout the day...... For today 
targets were again the Piazzola and Cittadella bridges in the Po Valley.  The former was well covered 
and made impassable the latter did not receive direct hits.... Men are becoming increasingly pessimistic
that war in Europe will end before winter sets in.  The present stalemate along the Ziegfried Line has 
the optimism of a couple of weeks ago at least momentarily suspended..... A picked Group of volleyball
players under the volunteered management of S/Sgt. Ptasienski [John A. Ptasienski], constituted 
principally of S/Sgt. Tureck [Frank Tureck], Slutski [Joseph Slutski], Ptasienski, Kingsbury [Arthur F. 
Kingsbury, Jr.] etc played its first practice game in preparation for a scheduled game against the HQ 
57th Wing Volleyball team.  Preparations are also being made for match horseshoe contest to determine 
Headquarters champ..... Colonel Chapman with accompanying Staff Officers returned from their brief 
visit to Southern France and Paris.  They were quite favorably impressed with their cursory 
observations......

September 27, 1944

Standby till noon with a heavy overcast overhead.  Later stand-down was
called for the day..... “Desert Victory” documented British war picture of
operations on the desert and the breakthrough at Alamein was shown as
added attraction to the main feature which the men walked out on before it
got long underway..... Gray, grizzled, tired-looking Ralph Waldorf, soon
expecting to be retired from the service because of age is awaiting orders to
return to the States.  T/Sgt. Waldorf has been worth his weight in gold to
the service using his extensive knowledge of radio to very great advantage
both for this Group and for all planes flying in this Group's vicinity.  It was
through his untiring efforts that one of these ordinary VHF trucks was
converted into a tower and since has been used day and night for all friendly planes.  The old non-
combat ship, 00, on return from a Catania trip still remains unaccounted for.  The two men, Lt. Jones 
and the radio-gunner who had with him some 1100 dollars of the 488th EM club's money seem to have 
disappeared with no one knowing hide nor hair of them....  The HQ mess now has four young 
Corsicans from Bastia as KPs. and one elderly man, also from Bastia, as barber.  The four KPs are all 
with some experience in GI kitchens having worked for American units based near Bastia.  They seem 
eager and interested, however, repulsive this same work may seem to American GIs.......

September 28, 1944

Stand-down.  Intense gale sweeping across the area with the loosened dirt around the Operations' area 
forming virtually a solid cloud of dust so reminiscent of the sandy desert.  Heavy rains swept past with 
heavy rain falling intermittently throughout the day. The scheduled 1600 hr game between two chosen 
EM teams of HQ was canceled though many of the more eager ones were ready to play come hell or 
high water.



As a punishment for the long mounting acts of intemperance and vice, the Good Lord's 
bellowing wrath struck hard at the EM club causing a collapse of the tenting and some destruction of 
the furniture.  Several days previously, possibly with desire to cut the drinking in two, one-half of the 
tent space was taken to be used as the new EM mess hall.  Now the remainder of it has gone down.... A 
mobile field prefabricated building was carried into the Headquarters' area several days ago all neatly 
packed.  It was to be used as an officers' and EM day room.  Since then plans have been changed and 
its proposed use is that of a mess hall.  At any event it still lies prostrate awaiting the skillful hand of 
carpenters to place the parts together.........

September 29, 1944

Stand-down again due to weather.  Instructions are that tomorrow O.D.s [Olive Drab colored uniforms] 
will be reissued.... Mail situation is still far from correct.  After a long interval without mail, the only 
mail now coming is is in driblets with that mail received being over one month en route getting here..... 
Europe took a tumble last evening.  The large carefully prepared situation map of Europe with their 
tripod stand went tumbling over in the face of the strong winds blowing down form the mountains last 
night.  The C.I.O. custodian of these maps requested permission to place them in the briefing room.  
Permission was granted......      

September 30, 1944

O.D.s were issued to the men.  Many receiving
class B clothing well worn out.  The problem of
alterations again arising.  Tomorrow is date set to
change into them.  The cool days and much cooler
evenings will make the change a welcomed one.....
Today is the writer's birthday.  The boys all sang
their “happy birthday greetings” to him at the
dinner table in a well rounded chorus..... HQ EM
played the 57th Wing Volleyball team.  No rules, no
holds barred.  Eventual outcome depended on who
could out rough the others.  The HQ team
apparently surpassing them winning the last two of
the three games by a rather decisive margin....
Payday.  As per usual, heavy gambling prevailed.
Two very drunk EM of the 486th, one Sergeant
Engle and the other one Private Calapenitis, visiting
the HQ EM club and in the course of the evening
cornered some $1,800 with dice and all along, or at
least so acting, did not realize at any time what they
were in fact doing...... After many days of waiting,
the Group finally resumed full scale operations
today having as targets the Magenta, Tortona, Borgo
Forte and Cittadella bridge or rail diversion.
Successful results were reported on all.
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